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This thesis consists of three papers which investigate marginal mod-

els, nonparametric approaches, generalized mixed effects models and variance

components estimation in longitudinal data analysis.

In the first paper, a new marginal approach is introduced for high-

dimensional cell-cycle microarray data with no replicates. There are two

kinds of correlation for cell-cycle microarray data. Measurements within a

gene are correlated and measurements between genes are also correlated since

some genes may be biologically related. The proposed procedure combines

a classifying method, quadratic inference function method and nonparamet-

nc techniques for complex high dimensional cell cycle microarray data. The

gene classifying method is first applied to identify genes with similar cell cy-

cle patterns into the same class. Then we use genes within the same group

as pseudo-replicates to fit a nonparametric model. The quadratic inference

function is applied to incorporate within-gene correlations. An asymptotic

chi-squared test is also applied to test whether certain genes have cell cycles
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phenomena. Simulations and an example of cell-cycle microarray data are

illustrated.

The second paper proposes a new approach for generalized linear mixed

models in longitudinal data analysis. This new approach is an extension of

the quadratic inference function (Qu et al., 2000) for generalized linear mixed

models. Two conditional extended scores are constructed for estimating fixed

effects and random effects. This new approach involves only the first and sec-

ond conditional moments. It does not require the specification of a likelihood

function and also takes serial correlations of errors into account. In addi-

tion, the estimation of unknown variance components associated with random

effects or nuisance parameters associated with working correlations are not re-

quired. Furthermore, it does not require the normality assumption for random

effects.

In the third paper, we develop a new approach to estimate variance

components using the second-order quadratic inference function. This is an

extension of the quadratic inference function for variance components estima-

tion in linear mixed models. The new approach does not require the specifica-

tion of a likelihood function. In addition, we propose a chi-squared test to test

whether the variance components of interest are significant. This chi-squared

test can also be used for testing whether the serial correlation is significant.

Simulations and a real data example are provided as illustration.
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Semiparametric Marginal and Mixed Models for Longitudinal Data

1. INTRODUCTION

Longitudinal data arise frequently in biomedical research, social sci-

ences and environmental studies, where measurements are obtained from a

subject repeatedly over time. Therefore, the observations within a subject are

correlated. In order to draw valid inferences, this correlation must be taken

into account. In longitudinal data, there are three different sources of random

variation associated with random effects of subjects, serial correlations of er-

rors and measurement errors (Diggle et al., 2002, section 5.2). Random effects

explain the variation between subjects. Serial correlations of errors arise due

to time course measurements. In this thesis, we will not consider the variation

from measurement errors. Major statistical models such as marginal models

and mixed effects models have been proposed for the analysis of longitudinal

data. General theory, methods and applications of marginal models and mixed

effects models for longitudinal data can be found in Verbeke and Molenberghs

(2000) and Diggle et. al (2002).

Marginal models are applicable when the inference on the population

average is of primary interest. Generalized estimating equation (GEE) is one

widely used marginal model, which extended the quasi-likelihood approach to

correlated data. The main advantage of GEE is that it requires only the first
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two moments of the distribution and uses a working correlation matrix to avoid

the specification of correlation between observations within a subject. The

GEE provides consistent estimators for regression parameters even when the

working correlation is misspecified. However, misspecification of the working

correlation may lead to inefficient estimators of regression parameters.

Several methods have been proposed to improve the generalized es-

timating equation. Prentice and Zhao (1991) proposed an ad hoc method

(GEE1) which introduces additional estimating equations for the working cor-

relation parameter a. The estimators of regression parameters are obtained by

solving the estimating equations associated with the regression parameters and

the working covariance matrix. Although GEE1 is more efficient than GEE

for the nuisance parameter a, it may be less robust than GEE for regression

parameters when the working correlation is misspecified (Qu, 1998). Qu et

al. (2000) proposed the quadratic inference function (QIF) which requires the

first two moments of observations. The main advantage of QIF is that it does

not involve the estimation of nuisance parameters a. It has been shown that

the QIF estimators are consistent and more efficient than the GEE estimators

when the working correlation is misspecified (Qu et al., 2000).

Although the marginal models are easily implemented, mixed effects

models are more appropriate while the subject variation is of interest. In ad-

dition, the variation from random effects could be combined additively with

serial correlation. Thus, the same marginal model may have different interpre-

tations, as it may lead to different random effects models if different decom-
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positions of variations are applied. In contrast, mixed effects models are able

to incorporate several sources of variation.

If data are continuous and normal, maximum likelihood estimation

along with the Bayesian approach can be used to estimate fixed effects and

random effects. Nevertheless, in longitudinal studies, non-normal data arise

frequently. A generalized linear mixed model (GLMM) is widely used for

non-normal data while random effects are considered. In GLMM, the likeli-

hood function often involves high dimensional integration. Gaussian-Hermite

quadrature (Liu and Pierce, 1994) and Monte Carlo EM algorithm (McCulloch,

1997) can be applied to approximate the integration over the distributions of

random effects. However, these methods require the specific distribution of

random effects. Penalized quasi-likelihood (PQL) (Breslow and Clayton,1993)

is an alternative to the numerical integrations when the likelihood function

is not tractable. In PQL, the regression parameters estimation is performed

by solving a set of conditional estimating equations. However, the estimating

equations involve unknown variance components. In addition, it requires the

normality assumption for random effects.

This thesis investigates both marginal models and mixed-effects models

in longitudinal data analysis. In Chapter 2, we apply the marginal models

for high dimensional cell cycle microarray data with no replicates. The cell-

cycle microarray data can be considered as longitudinal data because gene

expression levels are measured over multiple time points during the progression

of cell cycle. The challenge of analyzing cell-cycle gene expression data is

that the data is highly dimensional and inter-correlated. In this chapter, we
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propose a new approach which utilizes a data classifying method, quadratic

inference function method and nonparametric techniques. The following is

our strategy: we first classify genes into the same class with similar cell cycle

patterns which also include a class with no cell cycle phenomena at all. Then,

we fit a nonparametric model using genes within the same group as pseudo-

replicates for inference. In order to incorporate correlations of longitudinal

measurements, the quadratic inference function is applied. This allows us to

perform chi-squared tests for testing whether the coefficients are time varying

in order to determine whether certain genes have cell-cycle phenomena or not.

Chapter 3 introduces a new approach for generalized linear mixed mod-

els in longitudinal data analysis. This new approach is an extension of the

quadratic inference function for generalized linear mixed models. Two con-

ditional extended scores are constructed for estimating fixed effects and ran-

dom effects. The new approach requires only the first and second conditional

moments. It does not require the specification of a likelihood function and

also takes serial correlations into account. In addition, the estimation of un-

known variance components or nuisance parameters associated with working

correlations are not involved. Furthermore, it does not require the normality

assumption of random effects.

In Chapter 4, we propose the second-order extended scores for the

estimation of variance components. This is an extension of the quadratic

inference function for variance components in linear mixed models. We first

estimate the fixed effects using the first-order quadratic inference function

which involves the first and second moments. Then we estimate the variance
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components using the the first-order QIF estimators and the second-order

quadratic inference function which involves the third and fourth moments.

The advantage of the new approach is that the first-order quadratic inference

function does not involve the unknown variance components. In this paper,

we incorporate the serial correlation into our model. In addition, we propose

an asymptotic chi-squared test to test the variance components of interest.

This chi-squared test also allows us to test whether the serial correlation is

significant.

The final chapter provides the conclusions and directions for future

work.



2. SEMI-NONPARAMETRIC MODELS AND INFERENCE FOR
HIGH DIMENSIONAL MICROARRAY DATA

Guei-Feng C. Tsai

Annie Qu

Department of Statistics, Oregon State University

2.1. Abstract

We develop a new approach to analyze high dimensional cell-cycle mi-

croarray data with no replicates. There are two kinds of correlations for cell-

cycle microarray data. Measurements are correlated within a gene, and mea-

surements are also correlated between genes since some genes may be biolog-

ically related. The proposed procedure combines a classification method, the

quadratic inference function method and nonparametric techniques for com-

plex high dimensional data. We first perform a gene classifying analysis to

classify genes into classes with similar cell-cycle patterns, including a class

with no cell-cycle phenomena at all. We use genes within the same group as

pseudo-replicates to build nonparametric models and inference functions. In

order to incorporate correlation of longitudinal measurements, the quadratic

inference function method is also applied. This approach allows us to perform

chi-squared tests for testing whether the coefficients are time varying or not.

This also allows us to determine whether certain genes regulate cell cycles.

A real data example on cell-cycle microarray data as well as simulations are

illustrated.
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2.2. Introduction

Microarray has become a powerful tool in molecular biology because

it can measure gene expression levels for thousands of genes simultaneously.

This allows scientists to discover the latent genetic causes of many diseases.

Regulation of cell cycles plays an important role in the normal development

of multicellular organisms, because diseases such as cancer are a consequence

of uncontrolled cell growth. Therefore, researchers are interested in finding

the genes that are involved in the regulation of cell cycles. In this paper we

are particularly interested in problems arising from cell-cycle microarray data,

where gene expression levels are measured over multiple time points during

the progression of the cell cycle.

Cell-cycle microarray studies have been primarily performed on bud-

ding yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae) since it can be controlled easily in a lab

setting. There are 6178 genes in a budding yeast cell of which 104 genes were

identified to be cell-cycle regulated through traditional lab methods. Cho et

al. (1998) and Speilman et al. (1998) employed DNA microarrays to measure

expression levels of genes over time where cell cycles might occur in yeast cells.

Clustering is a commonly used method for grouping genes with similar

expression patterns. For example, there are the K-means method (Tavazoie

et al., 1999) and the self-organizing maps approach (Tomayo et al., 1999).

Although these methods allow the visual detection of expression patterns,

they do not provide numerical evidence to determine genes whose expression

levels are cell-cycle regulated.



Other approaches have been derived for identifying genes whose mRNA

levels are regulated during the cell cycle. Spellman et al. (1998) applied

Fourier transformation to obtain numerical scores (CDC score) for each gene

and selected a threshold CDC score based on the 104 known genes to identify

cell-cycle regulated genes. Zhao et al. (2001) developed a single pulse model

(SPM) which assumed that cell-cycle regulated genes peak at one invariant

time and deflate at subsequent time during the cell cycle. However, these two

approaches may be too simple for biological systems, since gene expressions

in their approach are treated with evenly spaced peaks and valleys (Li et al.,

2002).

Li et al. (2002) applied a principal component analysis along with a

nested model to identify CDC15 genes with cyclic expression patterns. How-

ever, this approach becomes inappropriate for other genes if the cyclic pattern

cannot be detected in the first three basis curves found in principal compo-

nent analysis. Lian and Li (2004) applied a shape-invariant model with a cubic

B-spline function based on known periodic genes (guide genes) and employed

the false discovery rate procedure (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995) to identify

genes whose expression patterns are similar to the guide genes. Neverthe-

less, this approach cannot be applied to other datasets where pre-biological

knowledge, such as concerning guide genes, is unknown.

The challenge of analyzing cell-cycle gene expression data is that the

data is highly dimensional and inter-correlated. In fact, there exist two kinds

of correlations in cell-cycle microarray data. Measurements that are obtained

within a gene are certainly correlated since they are repeatedly measured over
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time. Measurements between genes might also be correlated since some genes

are biologically related.

We first perform data grouping analysis to classify genes with simi-

lar cell cycle patterns into the same class, or into a class with no cell cycle

phenomena at all. This enables us to use genes within the same class as

pseudo-replicates. Secondly, in order to investigate whether expression levels

change during the cell cycle we develop marginal varying coefficient models

since they provide flexible statistical models and take both time and covariate

effects into considerations. In addition, we apply the quadratic inference func-

tion method to incorporate the within-gene correlations as they are measured

over time. This approach also allows us to test whether genes have cell-cycle

phenomena or not.

This paper will proceed as follows. In the next section we describe the

data grouping technique to classify genes into groups with similar expression

patterns in cell-cycle microarray data. Nonparametric varying coefficient mod-

eling is discussed in Section 2.4. Section 2.5 discusses the quadratic inference

function proposed by Qu et al. (2000). Simulation results are illustrated in

section 2.6. Section 2.7 demonstrates a real cell-cycle microarray data example

using our approach. A brief discussion is provided in Section 2.8.

2.3. Gene classifying analysis in cell-cycle microarray data

A gene is a template to form a protein which is the basic unit of genetic

function, so genes play an essential role in living organisms. Traditional meth-

ods in molecular biology usually examine one gene in one experiment, which
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means that interactions among genes are barely studied. Microarray scans a

whole genome on a single or few chips so that scientists can have an entire

perspective of the interactions among thousands of genes simultaneously.

The primary goal of cell-cycle microarray experiments is to investigate

whether gene expressions change over time. Clustering is a common approach

to group genes with similar expression level patterns. This allows us to vi-

sualize data; however, it cannot provide quantitative justification to identify

cell-cycle regulated genes.

Cell-cycle microarray data is difficult for statistical modeling because

there are large numbers of parameters associated with genes, yet there are

no replications; and furthermore, cell-cycle patterns also vary for different

groups of genes. For that reason, we first classify genes with similar expression

patterns into the same group so that each group has homogeneous patterns.

The gene grouping process begins with primary (target) genes selection.

One can refer to pre-screening results and interests or previous knowledge for

selection of primary genes. For example, in yeast cells, gene YKL185W has

been identified to be a cell-cycle regulated gene. We might find other genes

whose expression profiles over time are similar to YKL185W so these genes can

be grouped into the same class in order to perform further statistical analysis.

To quantify the distance between a primary gene and other gene expres-

sions, we use two kinds of measurements, short time-series (STS) distance and

squared Euclidean distance. The STS distances measure whether the shapes

of two expression curves are similar or not. The squared Euclidean distances

measure the differences of amplitude between two gene expression levels.
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The STS distance was first introduced by Möller-Levet et al. (2003),

which measures similarity of shape or slope for time-series data. Specifically,

the STS distance between two time-series u = [u1,... , u], v = [vi, . . . , n] is

defined as
flt-i,
'ç (Vk+1 Vk Uk+1 Uk \STS24 4 I

k=O \ &k+1 tk bk+1 tk /

where tk represents successive time points, nj is the number of time points,

v0 = 0, x0 = 0 and t0 = 0.

Although we can use STS distances to find genes with similar expres-

sion patterns, STS measurements cannot distinguish between genes whose

amplitudes of expression levels are different. Therefore, we also use Eu-

clidean distances to distinguish the differences of amplitude between two gene

expression levels. The squared Euclidean distance between two time-series

u = [ui, .. . , UntI, v = [vi,... , v] is defined as

4 Uk), (2.2)

where n is the number of time points.

We calculate the STS distances and squared Euclidean distances be-

tween expression levels of a primary gene and other genes. In addition, stan-

dardization of distances are applied to adjust the different scales between STS

distances and squared Euclidean distances. Finally, we combine STS and

squared Euclidean distances which are sums of these two.

Consider a primary gene z1 and other genes z2, ..., z with the expres-

sion levels {z11, ..., Zit} and {z21, ..., Z2t}, .., {zi,.. , z}, respectively. We

are interested in finding genes whose expression levels are similar to gene z1
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and allocating them into the group z1. Table 2.1 summarizes the distance

matrix of STS distances and squared Euclidean distances between gene z1

and other genes z2, ..., Zn. Define S21 (i 1 ..., n) and E1 as STS distances

and squared Euclidean distances between gene z1 (i = 2, ..., n) and z1, which

can be obtained by (2.1) and (2.2), respectively. Note that 811 and E11 are
zeros, and S and E indicate the standardized STS distances and squared

Euclidean distances between genes z1 and z1, respectively. We denote D° as

the overall distance, that is D = Sf + Ef. The final step of the grouping
process is to assign h genes, including the primary gene, into group z1 where
these h genes have the smallest overall distances. After this classifying step,

genes with similar expression patterns and amplitudes will be categorized in

the same group.

To illustrate this grouping strategy, we apply our classifying proce-
dure to the yeast CDC15 dataset. Two primary genes are selected, including

YKL185W and YALOO1C. We assign 20 genes into each group to ensure that

the genes within that group have the most similar expression levels. We will
discuss the choice of number of genes within a group in Section 2.5.

By visualization Figure 2.3 shows that genes in the YKL185W group

might be cell-cycle regulated, and Figure 2.4 shows that genes in the YALOO1C

group may not have the cell cycle phenomenon. To quantify our findings, we

need to develop a statistical model and test whether gene expressions have

cyclic patterns. The above grouping techniques will provide pseudo-replicates

to perform further statistical analysis and modeling.
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2.4. Nonpararnetric time-varying coefficient models

Once genes have been categorized into the same class, we consider genes

within the same class as pseudo-replicates and fit a nonparametric time-varying

coefficient model in order to identify patterns of gene expression.

Nonparametric approaches have been extensively studied when para-

metric assumptions are not valid or a meaningful parametric model cannot be

determined. In particular, nonparametric time-varying coefficient models not

only provide flexible statistical models but also take both time and covariates

into account.

Varying coefficient models were introduced by Hastie and Tibshirani

(1993) which allow regression coefficients to vary as a function of other fac-

tors. Zeger and Digger (1994) and Moyeed and Digger (1994) considered a

semiparametric model which allowed the intercept to be time varying. Hoover

et al. (1998) further extended it to a linear time-varying coefficient model for

longitudinal data.

Suppose 1'(t), i = 1, ..., N, is the response of the ith subject obtained

at time t, and X(t) is the vector of covariates for the ith subject at time t. A

time-varying coefficient model can be presented as

= X(t)/3(t) + e(t), (2.3)

where 3(t) = (,@0(t),. . . , i3(t))' are smooth functions of t and E(t) is a mean

zero random process.

In order to obtain a flexible varying coefficient model, we consider a

q degree polynomial truncated spline basis function with knots which can be
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written (Ruppert and Carroll, 1997) as

= uO + ult + + + u(q+k)(t kk), (2.4)

where q 1 is an integer, K is the number of knots, and i are

fixed knots.

In cell-cycle microarray data, since there are no covariates, we fit an

intercept-only model with a time-varying coefficient,

Y(t) (2.5)

where 'y = (yo, ..., 'yq, ..., 'Yq+K) and p = q + K +1 is the number of parameters.

Huang et al. (2002) fitted a varying coefficient model using weighted

least squares. However, the correlation structures for repeated measurements

are not incorporated into the models, so their approach may not be efficient.

Qu and Li (2005) proposed a new approach which is able to incorporate cor-

relation into the model. Their approach is also applicable to non-normal re-

sponses under the generalized linear model framework. We will apply Qu and

Li's approach for cell-cycle microarray data. Specifically, in our marginal non-

parametric varying coefficient models setting, quadratic inference functions are

applied to estimate parameters in order to incorporate correlations of repeated

measurements.

2.5. Quadratic inference functions

In this section, we first describe generalized estimating equations and

then the quadratic inference function, as both methods take correlations into

account.
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2.5.1. Generalized estimating equations

Generalized estimating equation (GEE) (Liang and Zeger, 1986) is a

widely used model to account for the correlations within a cluster in longi-

tudinal data analysis. In particular, GEE extends quasi-likelihood equations

ij) = 0 when V var() is unknown. Here we define

E(Y) jt, and 1i is the derivative of j with respect to the parameter 'y.

More specifically, the generalized estimating equations are
N

S = ) = 0, (2.6)
i=1

where A is a diagonal matrix of variance components of Y, and R is the

working correlation W(a) which can be specified by a small number of nuisance

parameters a.

The estimators ' obtained from GEE in (2.6) are consistent and asymp-

totically normally distributed even if the working correlation matrix is misspec-

ified. However, misspecification of the working correlation can cause inefficient

estimators of regression parameters.

2.5.2. Quadratic inference functions

Qu et al. (2000) proposed the quadratic inference function (QIF) to

improve generalized estimating equations. The quadratic inference function

estimators are consistent and more efficient than GEE when the working cor-

relation is misspecified.

Suppose the inverse of the correlation, R', can be approximated by

a class of known matrices, R' > where M1, . . . ,Mm are known
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matrices and a1,. . . ,a-, are unknown constants. Then (2.6) is equivalent to

N

a3iVii) A"2 (1' 0. (2.7)
j=1 j

Note that the left-hand side of (2.7) is a linear combination of g, where

N
ji'A112M1A

/2
(Y1

)

(2.8)

i'A"2MmA"2 (Y

Clearly, the dimension of g in (2.8) is mp and is overidentified as it

contains more estimating equations than unknown parameters. Hansen (1982)

proposed the generalized method of moments, which can be applied to estimate

parameters 'y defined in (2.8). That is,
'5 is obtained by

mm
-y

where EN is the variance matrix of N However EN is typically unknown,

but can be consistently estimated by Qu et. al (2000) defined

the quadratic inference function to be

QNe-Y) = NNCJ1gN, (2.9)

where CN = gj('y)gj('y)'. Note that N must be greater than mp to

ensure the invertability of the variance matrix CN (Qu and Birkes, 2004). The

invertability of variance matrix of estimating equations plays an important

role in selecting criteria for determining the number of genes into the same

class.
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Qu and Li (2005) proposed a new estimating approach which adapted

the penalized spline (Ruppert and Carroll, 1997). More specifically, Qu

and Li (2005) estimate parameters by minimizing the sum of the quadratic

inference function and penalty, where the penalty part is used to control

overfitting. For the varying coefficient model in (??) estimate parameters

('yo, ...,'Yq, ..,Vq+i) in (2.5) by minimizing

q+K

QN(y)+a :i: (2.10)

w=q+1

where a is a smoothing parameter. Note that if a is small, it is undersmoothed

since it has less shrinkage on a polynomial fit and has more weight on selected

knots. Alternatively, if a is large, it is oversmoothed.

The goodness-of-fit test can be applied to determine the number of

knots and the degree of the polynomial basis function in (2.4) based on the

quadratic inference (Qu and Li, 2005). In addition, the quadratic inference

function approach also provides an asymptotic chi-squared test for testing

whether some coefficients are time-varying or time invariant. For example,

suppose that a group of genes is of interest and we apply a varying coefficient

penalized spline model in (2.5) for the mean ji. The null hypothesis for testing

is

Ho:y=0,w=1,...,q+K,

which implies that under the null hypothesis, the intercept coefficient is con-

stant over time. The alternative hypothesis is

H1: 'y is not all equal to zero,w 1,...,q+K,



which means the intercept coefficient might be time-varying. Then a test

statistic based on quadratic inference function can be obtained as

T = Qe) Qe) (2.11)

where 5' = (jo, 0, ..., 0) and
'5'

are estimators by minimizing (2.9) under H0

and H1, respectively (Qu and Li 2005). The test statistic T also follows a

chi-squared distribution with degrees of freedom equal to q + K.

2.6. Simulation

In this section we study the test size and power of chi-squared hy-

pothesis tests in (2.11) under a varying coefficient models setting for a finite

sample.

The simulation demonstrates the effect of sample size on test size using

our approach. First, we calculate the test size under the null hypothesis, where

the coefficient in (2.5) is constant over time. We also choose 5 different sample

sizes (50, 100, 150, 200, 250) and each subject has 61 repeated measurements at

time points t (t = 0, 1, ..., 60). The response variable y(t) is generated from a

constant intercept 2 and Gaussian random errors with mean zero and variance

1, y(t) = 2 + e(t).

We first fit a 3-degree polynomial spline with 5 equally spaced knots

(10, 20, ..., 50). Then we estimate the parameters using the quadratic inference

function approach with AR(1) working correlation. Finally, we perform a chi-

squared test and calculate test statistics in (2.11). Note that the choice of
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the degree of polynomial spline and the number of knots does not affect our

results significantly in this simulation.

Table 2.2 shows different test sizes under different sample sizes with

1000 simulations. Table 2.2 shows that the test size is 0.037 when sample size

is 50, a more conservative test. Evidently, as sample size increases, the test

size also increases. The test size is 0.0495 when the sample size is 200.

Secondly, we examine the power function when a cyclic pattern is pre-

sented. We generate samples from a cyclic function with different amplitudes

which has the form:

f(t) = 2 Ocos{(t 25)}, (2.12)

where 0 is an amplitude parameter indicating the strength of the cyclic pattern.

Note that (2.12) is cyclic with period 30, phase shift 25 and vertical shift 2. For

example, Figure 2.1 shows the cyclic pattern when 0 is 0.5 in (2.12). In each

simulation, a simple random sample of 100 subjects is generated according to

the model

1'(t) =2f(t)+e(t) i= 1,...,100, t=0,1,...,60, (2.13)

where E is a Gaussian process with mean zero and variance 1.

For each simulated dataset, we calculate the quadratic function

estimators using the 3-degree polynomial spline with 5 equally spaced

knots (10, 20, ..., 50). Then, we perform a chi-squared test and obtain

the power. Figure 2.2 illustrates the power curve for different 0, 0 =
(-1, 0.08, ..., 0, 0.02, ..., 1). The power function represents the probability

of rejecting the null hypothesis as a function of 0. As expected, as the abso-
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lute value of U increases, the probability of rejecting the null hypothesis also

increases. The power is close to 0.05 when 0 is close to 0, and is close to 1 at

0 = 0.13.

2.7. Applications to cell cycle microarray data

In this Section, we apply our approach to a CDC15-synchronized cell

cycle microarray dataset (Speliman et al., 1998). They used DNA microar-

ray techniques to scan mRNA levels of yeast genes by the arrest of a cdcl5

temperature-sensitive mutant. These data are available at http://cellcycle-

www.stanford.edu/.

In the CDC15 dataset, there are a total of 6178 genes and each

gene is supposed to have 24 repeated expression measurements at time t

(10, 30, 50, 70, 80, 90, 100, 110, 120, 130, 140, 150, 160, 170, 180, 190, 200, 210, 220,

230, 240, 250, 270, 290) during the progression of the experiment. Note that

there is uneven time spacing, and some gene expressions have missing values.

We use the complete dataset which contains 4381 genes with all 24 repeated

measurements in our analysis. Our approach includes a data classifying pro-

cedure, nonparametric time-varying coefficient techniques and the quadratic

inference function strategy.

For illustration, two primary genes, namely YKL185W and YALOO1C,

are selected from the CDC15 dataset. Note that YKL185W is a cell-cycle

regulated gene identified using traditional lab methods.

First we obtain the standardized STS and squared Euclidean distances

between the chosen genes and others. Then we pick the first 20 genes, in-
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cluding the chosen gene, with smaller overall distances among them. Figures

2.3 and 2.4 indicate that grouping technique works well in the identification

of similar patterns associated with YKL185W and YALOO1C. We call them

group YLK185W and group YALOO1C. Figure 2.3 shows that the genes among

group YKL185W may have cell-cycle phenomena, by visualization. In addi-

tion, Figure 2.4 suggests that group YAL0O1C may not have the cell-cycle

feature.

We model the marginal mean of expression levels for group YKL185W

and YAL0O1C with intercept only as time varying coefficient because no

additional covariate is available in the CDC15 dataset. We choose the

basis function for the intercept as a truncated 3-degree polynomial spline

B = (1, t, t2, t3, (t 50), (t 100)f, (t 150), (t 200), (t 250)), with

a total of 9 parameters including 5 equal spaced knots. Note that the number

of knots to be selected can be determined by the goodness-of-fit test (Qu and

Li, 2005).

To incorporate the correlations, we apply the quadratic inference func-

tion method to estimate the parameters. Because the observation times are

not equally spaced, we assume compound symmetric working correlation which

indicates that there are a total of 9 x 2 = 18 estimating equations. Figures 2.5

and 2.6 provide fitted curves over time for groups YKL185W and YALOO1C

which indicate that the polynomial spline curves work well. This can also be

tested using the goodness-of-fit test given by Qu and Li (2005). Figure 2.5

shows that the expression levels for group YKL185W change over time and

may have cell-cycle phenomena.
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To quantify our findings, a hypothesis test described in Section 2.5 is

applied to test whether genes in the same group are cell-cycle regulated. Under

the null hypothesis, we set the paxarneters associated with time to be zeros,

so the intercept is constant over time. For groups YKL185W and YALOO1C,

the quadratic inference functions under H1 are 0.1315 and 5.4711, respectively.

The quadratic inference functions under H0 are 17.3417 and 17.8766, respec-

tively. The p-values of the chi-squared tests (2.11) with degrees of freedom 8

for groups YKL185W and YALOO1C are 0.0280 and 0.1340, respectively.

Note that the p-value of the hypothesis test for group YALOO1C is not

significant, which indicates that genes among group YALOO1C do not have

cell-cycle phenomena. In addition, p-value for group YKL185W is statistically

significant which shows quantitatively that genes in YKL185W may have cell-

cycle phenomena and are worth further examination by scientists. We can

run a similar analysis as above for other groups with similar gene expression

patterns.

2.8. Discussion

We propose a new approach to analyze cell-cycle microarray data using

data classifying analysis, varying coefficient modeling and quadratic inference

functions. Our data classifying technique successfully classifies genes with

similar cell-cycle patterns into the same class, or into a class with no cell-cycle

phenomena at all. Furthermore, it produces pseudo-replicates for statistical

modeling and inference.
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In our model setting, varying coefficient models provide more flexibil-

ity than parametric models and also take both time and covariates effects into

account. We also apply the quadratic inference function for estimating param-

eters, which enables us to incorporate the correlations but does not require the

estimation of the nuisance parameters associated with the correlation. Our ap-

proach also provides statistical evidence to identify whether genes are cell cycle

regulated based on asymptotic properties of the quadratic inference function.

From the simulation results, our approach performs well for large sam-

ple sizes and reasonably well for smaller or moderate sample sizes. In ad-

dition, our approach successfully identifies genes whose expression levels are

time-varying. In our example, we are able to identify cell-cycle regulated

genes even though we use rather small pseudo-replicates within a group. Our

approach is more conservative for small samples according to the simulation

results.

In this paper, we can only distinguish whether expression levels are

time-varying or time-invariant. If time-invariant, then there are no cell-cycle

phenomena. However, if time-varying, we can only conclude that there may be

cell-cycle phenomena. Finally, our approach can be easily implemented using

periodic functions instead of polynomial functions. We will investigate this

further in the future.
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TABLE 2.1. Distance matrix of gene z1

GeneISTS EuclideaniStandardized STS Standardized EuclideanlOverall

Zi

z2

Z3

Zn

S11 E1 S Ef'

S21 E2 SN
21

EN
21 D°1

S31 E3 S E3

S1 E1 S E D1

TABLE 2.2. Test sizes of asymptotic chi-squared tests

sample size size

50 0.037

100 0.043

150 0.055

200 0.057

250 0.0495
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3.1. Abstract

In longitudinal studies, mixed effects models are useful to address

subject-specific behavior. However, random effects are mostly assumed to

follow a normal distribution and the variance components of random effects

are challenging to estimate without likelihood functions. We propose a new

approach to estimate fixed and random effects using conditional quadratic

inference functions. The new approach does not require the specification of

likelihood functions and also takes serial correlations of errors into account.

The main advantage of this approach is that it does not require the estimation

of unknown variance components associated with random effects or nuisance

parameters associated with working correlations. A real data example and

simulations are illustrated using our approach.

3.2. Introduction

Longitudinal data arise frequently in many studies where measurements

are obtained from a subject repeatedly over time. Consequently, measurements
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within a subject are correlated. There are three different sources of random

variation in longitudinal data associated with random effects of subjects, serial

correlations of errors and measurement errors (Diggle et aJ., 2002, section 5.2).

Random effects explain the variation between subjects. Serial correlations

of errors arise due to time course measurements. We will not consider the

variation from measurement errors in this paper.

Major statistical models such as marginal models and mixed models

have been developed for longitudinal data. Marginal models are applicable

when the inference of the population average is of interest. One widely used

marginal model is generalized estimating equations (GEE) (Liang and Zeger,

1986), which only requires the first two moments of the distribution. The GEE

provides consistent estimators for regression parameters. However, the GEE

estimators might be inefficient when the working correlation is misspecified.

Furthermore, variation from random effects are combined additively with serial

correlations in marginal models. Therefore, the same marginal model may have

different interpretations, as it may lead to different random effects models if

different decompositions of variations are applied.

In contrast, mixed models are able to incorporate several sources of

variation and are useful when subject specific variation is of concern. How-

ever, in most of the current mixed model literature (Laird and Ware, 1982,

Breslow and Clayton, 1993, Jiang, 1999), the variations are assumed to be

induced by random effects only. That is, conditional on the random effects,

the observations within a cluster are assumed to be independent. In this paper

we will incorporate both sources of variations.
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General theory and methods of linear mixed models (LMM) can be

found in Searle et al. (1992), Verbeke and Molenberghs (2000), Diggle et

al. (2002), and Demidenko (2004). When data follow a multivariate Gaus-

sian distribution, estimation can be obtained by the weighted least-squares or

maximum likelihood approaches since likelihood functions have explicit forms.

However, in practice) non-Gaussian outcomes often arise in longitudinal stud-

ies. A generalized linear mixed model (GLMM) extends a generalized linear

model and a linear mixed model for non-Gaussian data using random effects

models. Extensive theory and applications of the GLMM are provided in

Breslow and Clayton (1993), McCullagh (1997), Jiang (1999), McCulloch and

Searle (2001), Diggle et al. (2002), Demidenko (2004).

In GLMM, likelihood functions often involve high-dimensional integra-

tions and may be intractable. Numerical integration such as Gaussian-Hermite

quadrature (Liu and Pierce, 1994) and Monte Carlo EM algorithm (McCul-

loch, 1997) are proposed to approximate the integration over the random ef-

fects distributions. However, these methods require full likelihood specification

and could be computationally intensive and difficult to use when the number

of random effects is large.

The penalized quasi-likelihood (PQL) (Breslow and Clayton, 1993)

and the conditional second-order generalized estimating equations (CGEE2)

(Vonesh et al., 2002) are alternative approaches when the likelihood does not

have a specific form. The PQL applies the Laplace approximation using Taylor

expansions. However, it requires the estimation of unknown variance compo-

nents. Vonesh et al.'s CGEE2 extends the second-order GEE (Prentice and
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Zhao, 1991) in GLMM. They obtain estimators of fixed and random effects by

solving estimating equations associated with the conditional mean and covari-

ance matrix. Although the CGEE2 accommodates variations from both ran-

dom effects and serial correlations, it still requires estimation of the nuisance

parameters associated with the working correlations and variance components

associated with random effects. In addition, the normality assumption for

random effects is required for both PQL and CGEE2.

In this paper, we propose conditional extended scores associated with

fixed and random effects. This is an extension of the quadratic inference

function method (Qu et al., 2000) for generalized linear mixed models. The

proposed approach can be applied for both Gaussian and categorical data.

We estimate fixed and random effects using conditional extended scores which

only involve first and second conditional moments. Therefore, the specification

of the likelihood is not required. Furthermore, it does not involve intractable

integrations and computationally it is feasible to implement for GLMM. In

addition, there are no distribution assumptions such as normality for random

effects. The proposed approach enables us to incorporate the variations from

serial correlations and random effects. In addition, it does not require the

estimation of unknown variance components as in PQL and CGEE2 and also

it does not require the nuisance parameters estimation associated with the

working correlations as in CGEE2.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 3.3 describes the framework

of mixed models in longitudinal data including linear or non-linear models.

Section 3.4 discusses extended scores and quadratic inference functions for
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marginal models as well as conditional extended scores for mixed effects mod-

els. In section 3.5, simulation results are illustrated. Section 3.6 demonstrates

a real data example using our approach. A brief discussion is provided in

section 3.7.

3.3. Mixed Models in Longitudinal Data

In this section we review the framework for linear and nonlinear mixed

models in longitudinal data analysis.

3.3.1. Linear Mixed Model for Gaussian Longitudinal Data

Consider a classic random effects model for longitudinal data (Laird

and Ware, 1982),

i=l,...,N, (3.1)

where y, = (yji,.. .

yjT)t, X is a known Txp matrix associated with a p-

dimensional vector of fixed effects 3 and U is a known Tx q matrix associated

with a q-dimensional vector of random effects b. It is assumed that each cluster

has an equal number of measurements T. The b, and e are independent of
each other and are normally distributed as N(O, D) and N(O, Wi). It is also

assumed that conditioning on b, y. is normally independent distributed with

mean E(yb) = /4' = X,3 + Ub and variance var(yb) = W. Laird and
Ware (1982) called this conditional model a conditiona1-independent model';

conditioning on b, the observations within a cluster are independent (i.e., W



is a TxT diagonal matrix). Equation (3.1) could be combined into a single

equation as follows. Let

Y=X,i3+Zb+e, (3.2)

where Y = (y,. . . , yb), X = (Xf,... , X), Z = diag(U,... , U) and
bt = (b,. .. , bk). Given b, the expected value of Y equals X/3 + Zb. Let 0 be

a vector of unknown variance components parameters corresponding to D and

W. The joint log-likelihood of (/3, 0, b) is

logL(/3, 0, b) = logW (Y X/3 - Zb)tW1 (Y X/3 Zb)

--logD - _btDb, (3.3)

where W = diag(W1,.. . , WN) with W1 = ... = WN = W and D =
diag(D1,. . . , DN) with D1 = ... = DN = D. Specifically, the score equation

corresponding to /3 is

5logL = Xt W_l (Y X/3 Zb) = 0, (3.4)

and the score equation with respect to b is

DlogL
8b

- Zt Wl (Y X/3 Zb) D'b = 0. (3.5)

Combining (3.4) and (3.5) we have Henderson's (1984) mixed-model equation

-' (
I 1= (3.6)

ZtW1X ZtW1Z + D' \b) ztw1Y

Denote the estimators of /3 and b to be /3 and b. We can estimate

variance components as follows. Let V be the marginal variance-covariance of

Y, that is V = var(Y) = ZtDZ + W. The marginal profile likelihood of 0 is

logL(0) = logV (Y - X/)tV1(Y X). (3.7)
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Since

(Y - X)t V1 (Y X3) = (Y Xj - Z)t W' (Y X/ Zb) + btD'b

and

= W DIZtW'Z + D'J,

then (3.7) can be represented as

logL(0) = logW X/ - Z)tW1(Y X/ Z)

.logD - - logZtW_1Z + D'I. (3.8)

Hence we can estimate variance components by maximizing (3.8). Note

that (3.8) involves two diagonal matrices W and D but (3.7) involves V. The

advantage of using (3.8) instead of (3.7) is that the inverses of W and D in (3.8)

are easier to compute. The fixed effects and random effects can be obtained

through (3.6) and (3.8) iteratively. We briefly summarize the procedure as

follows:

1. Assume W = I and D = I and obtain initial estimators of and b which

satisfy (3.6).

xtz
(

xtY
ZtX ZtZ+I b)

2. First, compute estimator 8 by maximizing (3.8). Then use 9 to obtain

D(0) and W(0) because D and W depend on 0.

3. Replace D(0) and W(0) with D(0) and W(0) in (3.6), then update /3

and b.
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4. Return to 2 and iterate between 2 and 3 until convergence is reached.

More details can be found in Pawitan (2001, section 17.5).

3.3.2. Mixed Models in non-Gaussian Longitudinal Data

Generalized linear mixed models (GLMM) extend the linear mixed

model for non-normal longitudinal data via a specific link function. For a
link function g, the conditional mean E(YIb)

b is a function of the linear

predictor X3 + Zb with g(pP) = X/3 + Zb. The choice of link function depends

on the outcome of the data. For example, the identity link g(j) = is for

normal data, the logistic link g(i4) = log{ji/(1 or probit link is for

binary data and the log link g(i4) = logi4 is for Poisson data.

The quasi-likelihood (Wedderburn, 1974) is useful if the first two mo-

ments are known but the specific distribution is unknown. In GLMM, if the

conditional likelihood of Y given b is unknown, we can apply a quasi-likelihood.

Suppose the normal assumption of random effects holds, then the integrated

quasi-likelihood function can be used to estimate the parameters. The inte-

grated quasi-likelihood is defined by

L
f

exp{ d(y, ) - btD1b}db, (3.9)

where

di(y,u)=_2f Y_Udu
,

av(u)

is the weighted deviance, a is a known weight, is a dispersion parameter

and v(u) is a variance function. Again, the quasi-likelihood (3.9) does not
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have a closed form if Y is not normal. Breslow and Clayton (1993) proposed

the penalized quasi-likelihood (PQL) which applies a Laplace approximation

to solve the integrated quasi-likelihood for GLMM.

The penalized quasi-likelihood can be written as
NT

PQL = > d(y, /4) - btD_1b, (3.10)
i=1 j=1

where btD_lb can be also treated as a penalty to the log-quasi-likelihood

(McCulloch and Searle, 2001). Two quasi-score equations can be derived by

taking derivatives of PQL with respect to fixed effects /3 and random effects b

as

and

N b

i4) = 0 (3.11)

N b

/4) Db = 0, (3.12)
i=1

where W = var(yjlb), and the covariance matrix D = D(0), where 0 is an

unknown vector of variance components.

Breslow and Clayton (1993) applied Green's Fisher scoring (1987) algo-

rithm using a working vector Y to obtain solutions of (3.11) and (3.12). The

working vector Y = (Y1*,... Y)t is used to transform a non-linear model to

a linear model as follows,

= g(4) + ((yjj 4) = Xjj/3 + zb + 4(4)(yjj 4),

where (4) is the first derivatives of g with respect to /4. Clearly, E(y) =
E{g(4)} x/3, since '(4)(y 4) and b have mean zero. Thus, if we
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treat 4) as an error term of the working vector *, then *

follows a linear model

17* =X/3+Zb+E,

where b - N(O, D) and E N(O, W*), W = diag(Wi*,.
, W) and

W = diag(w,... ,WT) with w = {(,4)}2var(yj1b1). Note that W does
not depend on 0.

Following Henderson's mixed-model equation of (3.6), we have

xtw*lx
I 1= . (3.13)

ZtW*X ZtW*Z+D b) ztw*Y*

The only difference between (3.13) and (3.6) is that (3.13) uses a working

vector 17* instead of a true data vector 17 and W* instead of W.

Similar to (3.6), the covariance matrix D(0) is involved in (3.13). Bres-

low and Clayton (1993) proposed a modified REML estimator for variance

components 0 using the working vector 17* and estimators of /3 and b. This

procedure is similar to the one described in Section 3.3. The only difference

is that in the GLMM, the working vector 17* should be updated at the end of

each iteration. More details can be found in Breslow and Clayton (1993).

3.4. Quadratic inference functions for GLMM

Although the penalized quasi-likelihood is useful for GLMM, it still re-

quires the estimation of variance components and the normality assumption

of random effects. In this paper, we extend the quadratic inference function
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(QIF) (Qu et al., 2000) for GLMM, which does not require variance compo-

nents estimation and normality assumption for random effects.

In this section, we will first give a brief description of the quadratic

inference function for marginal models. Then we demonstrate the further

extension of the QIF for CLMM in longitudinal data when subject specific

effects are of interest.

3.4.1. Quadratic inference functions for marginal models

In a marginal approach, Liang and Zeger (1986) proposed the general-

ized estimating equation (GEE) which extends the quasi-score equation
N

= 0

by assuming V. A'2RA'2, where A2 is a diagonal marginal variance matrix

and R is a working correlation which involves nuisance parameters. Here

E(y), V = var(y2) and ,d is the first derivative of 1j with respect

to /3. The GEE estimators are consistent and asymptotically normal even

if the working correlation matrix is misspecified. However, the estimator of

regression parameters is not efficient under the misspecification of the working

correlation.

Qu et al. (2000) proposed the quadratic inference functions (QIF)

for longitudinal data. Their approach is based on the method of moments

which only requires the first two moments of the distribution. In addition, it

takes correlation into account without the estimation of nuisance parameters

associated with working correlations. The main idea of their approach is to
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assume that the inverse of the working correlation, R', is approximated by

a class of linear combination of known matrices M1,... , M, that is R'
aMj, where M1 is usually an identity matrix. Suppose the marginal

mean can be modeled as = E(y) = g(X/9), where /3 is a vector of fixed

effects. Then the GEE can be approximated by
N m

tA_l/2 (aiMi) A112 (y 0. (3.14)

Qu et al. (2000) defined the extended scores to be

N
N .tAl/2M A112 (y

(3.15)

E= jitAl/2M A112 (yj p,j)

where 9N is a mp-dimensional vector. Note that the left-hand side of the GEE

is a linear combination of extended scores N.

The extended scores in (3.15) contain more estimating equations than

unknown parameters if m > 1. Qu et al. (2000) adapted the idea of the

generalized method of moments (Hansen, 1982) and proposed the quadratic

inference function (QIF) to estimate the parameters /3 defined in (3.15). The

QIF is defined as

QN(/3) = N$CJ'.N, (3.16)

where QN is a mpxmp matrix and CN = g(/3)g(/3)t. Here N must

be greater than rnp to ensure the invertibility of the variance matrix CN (Qu

and Birkes, 2004).

The quadratic inference function also provides an asymptotic chi-

squared test (Qu et al., 2000). Suppose that the parameter vector /3 can be
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partitioned into ((5,7), where (5is the p1-dimensional interest parameter vector

and 'y is the p2-dimensional nuisance parameter vector where Pi + P2 = p. To

test a null hypothesis H0 6= (5 against an alternative hypothesis H1

we obtain a test statistic T* = Q(öo, ') Q((5, 's'), where and (6, 'i') are es-

timators by minimizing (3.16) under the null and alternative hypothesis. In

addition, the test statistic T* asymptotically follows a chi-squared distribution

with degrees of freedom Pi.

3.4.2. Quadratic inference functions for GLMM

Consider a GLMM as in section 3.3.2 with conditional mean /4. The

conditional quasi-likelihood of Y is

lq l2db) (3.17)

where /4 = E(yb). Note that (3.17) is the first term of PQL as in (3.10)

regardless of the distribution of random effects. A constraint PAb 0 associ-

ated with the random effects is required to ensure the identifiability of fixed

effects /3 and random effects b, where PA is a known orthogonal matrix (Jiang,

1999). Thus, the estimators of fixed effects and random effects are obtained

by maximizing (3.17) subject to PAb = 0. In order to do that, we can build a

Lagrange function

lq 1d(b) AlPAbI2, (3.18)

where A is a Lagrange multiplier.

The details about the specification of PA can be found in Jiang (1999).

Define 13(M) = {B : B is a matrix whose columns constitute a base for M}



and A1(M) is the null space of M. The matrix of PA A(AtA)_lA' is a
projection matrix where A E L3(.iV((IPx)Z)). For example, assume a GLMM

model with random intercept only as E(4) = a0+a1x3 +b. For this random

intercept model, it has been shown that PA = (
)t and the constraint

associated with the random effects is = 0 (Jiang, 1999).

The quasi-score equations corresponding to j3 and b can be derived

from (3.17) as

= 0. (3.19)

and
= (±)t(wb)_1(y1,1)_)_o

(3.20)

hN = ()t(w)_1(yN bN) - 0

In section 2, W is assumed to be a diagonal matrix. However, here we assume

that given b, measurements within i cluster may not be independent. Thus

W = var(ytb) is not necessarily a diagonal matrix.

Suppose a working correlation R for W = AR1A, where R'
> aM and A, = diag{var(y1b),... , var(yb)} as shown in section 3.4.1.

Based on (3.19), we define the conditional extended scores associated with the

fixed effects, namely fixed-effects extended scores, as

I

\N ai)tA_1/2M1A_1/2 (yi 4:) \
N

1-f 1
(3.21)

i=1 I

-N /\tAi1/2MmAi_1/2
(YiL.ij=1t )
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In addition, the quasi-score equations h, in (3.20) can be represented as a
linear combination of

(t±i_ )tA "2M1A"2
&b1 i i (Yii4)')

= [i4i tA1/2M

J

. (3.22)(yp)

Therefore, we define the random-effects extended scores for b as

7.

Yi

(3.23)

7.

gN

Note that extended scores (3.21) and (3.23) are able to incorporate the within-

subject correlation without involving the nuisance parameters associated with

correlation and the penalized parameter ). In addition, specification of the

distribution for random effects is also not required.

The estimators of fixed effects and random effects can be obtained by

solving (3.21) and (3.23). However, both (3.21) and (3.23) are overidentified, so

we adapt the QIF idea to obtain the fix effects and random effects estimators.

That is, for given random effects b, we estimate the fixed effects by minimizing

(3.24)

where '1(g!)(g!)t. In addition, for given fixed effects /3, we esti-

mate the random effects by minimizing

(3.25)



Note that in (3.25) the identity matrix is used as the weighting matrix for

g, which may lead to inefficient estimators of random effects. However, the

efficiency of random effects estimation is not of concern.

The iterative estimating procedure is summarized as follows.

1. Start with an initial vector

2. Replace 3 in (3.23) with /3 and obtain the estimators of random effects

by minimizing (3.25).

3. Replace b with b in (3.21). Then update i3 by minimizing (3.24) and

return to S2.

Iterate between 2 and 3 until convergence is reached.

3.5. Simulation results of fixed effect estimates

To evaluate the performance of the QIF method for GLMMs, we

conduct two simulation studies. In the first simulation study, 500 condi-

tional independent binary datasets are generated. For each dataset, 50 clus-

ters are generated and each cluster has 13 repeated measurements at time

points t = 3, 2.5,. . . , 3. The conditional independent binary outcomes Yij

(i= 1,...,50 j= 1,,...,13) aregeneratedfrom

logit(4) = a0 + a1t3 + a2x + a3xt + b,

where = 1 for i = 1,...,25 and x 0 for i = 26,...,50. The regression

coefficients are fixed at a0 = 2.5, a1 = 1, a2 = 1 and a3 = 0.5. The
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random intercepts b are generated from a normal distribution with mean 0

and variance 1.

We apply both mixed QIF and marginal QIF methods along with PQL

and GEE to these datasets. The AR-i working correlation is assumed for (3.21)

and (3.23), marginal QIF and GEE. The inverse of AR-i working structure

can be represented as a linear combination of three known matrices, M0, M1

and M2. Here M0 is an identity matrix, M1 is a matrix with i on the two

main off-diagonals and 0 elsewhere, and M2 is i on (i, 1) and (T, T) where

T is the number of repeated measurements for each subjects. Here, we use a

simplified the AR-i correlation structure with only M0 and M1. In addition,

a constraint > = 0 is assumed for estimating random effects.

Table 3. i provides the mean values, standard errors and bias of the fixed

effects estimators based on 500 simulations using mixed QIF, PQL, marginal

QIF and GEE, denoted as QIFmixed PQL, QIF, and GEE, respectively. First,

the difference between the mixed models and marginal models for the a0 esti-

mator is much larger than a, a2 and a3. The mixed models perform better for

a0. This is because the mixed models take the random intercept into account.

Noticeably, the mixed and marginal models yield similar estimators of a1, a2

and a3. As expected the PQL performs best. This is because conditional

independent is assumed for PQL. Although in our approach the correlation

structure is misspecified, it still yields similar results.

In the second simulation study, we generate data with both random

effects and serial correlation. There are 500 Poisson correlated datasets gen-
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erated from the following model

y2Ib=w2 i=1,...,50 j=1,...,8,

where w are conditionally (on b) correlated Poisson random variables with

mean = exp(ao + b2 + a1t + a2G) and covariance cov(y23, yjj') = 0.7 for

j j'. The covariates are t = (.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0,2.5, 3.0, 3.5,4.0) for all subjects

i, and C are treatment effects where C, = 0 for i <25 and C = 1 for i> 25.

The regression coefficients are fixed at a0 = 1.5, a1 = 1, a2 = 1. The strategy

of generating data is as follows. First, we generate b, independently from the

normal distribution with mean zero and variance one. After we calculate the

conditional mean of Yij for each subject i, we generate the Poisson correlated

data as in Park and Shin (1998), and Madsen and Dalthorp (2005).

We also apply the mixed QIF and PQL along with the marginal QIF

and GEE to the second simulated data sets. The log link function is assumed.

A constraint = 0 is also assumed for estimating random effects. Results

of this simulation are shown in Table 3.2 including point estimation, standard

errors and bias. The difference between the mixed models and marginal models

for estimators of a0 is larger than a1 and a2. Mixed models perform better

than marginal models for a0. The estimator of a0 obtained from the GEE has

the largest bias. In addition, the estimator of a0 obtained from the mixed QIF

has less bias than the other methods. That is because the serial correlations

are considered in the mixed QIF. In addition, the estimators of the regression

parameters a1 and a2 are very similar for the four methods.
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3.6. Applications

In this section, we apply Thall and Vail's (1990, page 664) epileptic

seizure dataset to illustrate the quadratic inference function approach for ran-

dom effects models. The epileptic seizure data consist of 59 epilepsy patients,

31 of whom received an new anti-epileptic drug and 28 of whom received a

placebo. For each patient, baseline data were recorded including the patient's

age and the number of epileptic seizures during an 8-week interval prior to re-

ceiving treatment. The responses are the number of epileptic seizures occurring

in the 2-week period before each of four clinic visits. Clearly, measurements

within each patient are correlated.

Let y be the seizure count for patient i at the j visit (i = 1. . . , 59,

j = 1,. . . , 4). The log link function is used for the random effects model, that

is

log4 = + b + 31x1 + @2T + 33x2 + 34visit/10,

where = E(yb). The covariates in the model include x21 log(base/4)

which is the logarithm of of the number of baseline seizures, x22 = log(age)

which is the logarithm of the ith patient's age, T which is a treatment indicator

variable defined to be 1 for the new drug and 0 for the placebo, and visit which

is a time-dependent covariate for four visits where visitj1 = 3, visit2 = 1,
visit3 = 1 and visit4 = 3. In addition, for the count data, the conditional

variance is the same as the conditional mean, that is 4 = var(yb).
We compare the mixed model approaches (mixed QIF, and PQL) to

two marginal model approaches (the GEE and marginal QIF). For estimating

fixed effects, the mixed QIF estimators are obtained by minimizing (3.24) and
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(3.25). The PQL fits the data with no serial correlations assumed. The PQL

and GEE estimators are obtained from the available Splus procedures "gime"

and "gee". These procedures can be found in the Splus library. To obtain GEE

estimator, we use an AR1 working correlation structure. The marginal QIF

estimator is obtained by minimizing (3.16) with a simplified AR-i working

structure.

Table 3.3 provides the fixed-effects estimators using mixed QIF, PQL,

marginal QIF and GEE. Noticeably, there is a discrepancy of intercept esti-

mators between the mixed models and the marginal models. The intercept

estimators obtained from the mixed QIF and PQL are less than half of the

estimators obtained from marginal QIF and GEE. In addition, the treatment-

effect, age-effect and visit-effect estimators obtained from the mixed QIF and

PQL are also quite different from those obtained from the marginal QIF and

GEE. The mixed models and marginal models yield similar estimators of base-

line effect. In addition, all four approaches yield strong evidence that the effect

of the baseline is significant (p < 0.01). In addition, the marginal models also

yield strong evidence that the effect of intercept is significant. However, after

accounting for the random intercept, there is no evidence that the effect of

intercept is significant using both PQL and mixed QIF.

3.7. Discussion

Mixed effects models are useful for longitudinal data when subject spe-

cific variation is of interest. Many approaches have been proposed for estimat-

ing fixed effects and random effects for generalized linear mixed effects models.
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These include Gaussian-Hermite quadrature based on exact likelihoods, penal-

ized quasi-likelihood and the conditional second-order generalized estimating

equations based on the penalized quasi-likelihood. However, the normality

assumption is required for these approaches.

We propose a new approach for generalized linear mixed models. The

new approach estimates the fixed and random effects using two conditional

extended scores which only involve the first two moments. Thus, the specifi-

cation of the likelihood function is not required. In addition, it does not require

the distribution assumption for random effects and is able to incorporate both

serial correlation and random effects. Moreover, it does not involve unknown

variance components as in PQL, or the nuisance parameters associated with

working correlations as in CGEE2.

Two simulation results show that the PQL and mixed QIF yield lower

bias of estimators than marginal approaches when data are from random effects

models. In addition, when the serial correlation is introduced into the data,

the mixed QIF performs better than the others.

Although our approach does not require the estimation of variance corn-

ponents for estimating fixed and random effects, it may perform slowly when

the dimension of the random effects is high. We will continue to investigate

the performance of our approach when the dimension of the random effects is

high.
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TABLE 3.1. Mean Values, Standard Errors and Bias of Fixed Effects Estima-

tors for Conditional Independent Binary Data

Parameter
j_QIFid PQL QIF

j_GEE

co -2.35 -2.47 -2.22 -2.21

bias .15 .03 .27 .29

s.e. .36 .21 .31 .32

.97 .97 .90 .90

bias -.03 -.03 -.10 -.10

s.e. .16 .10 .12 .13

-.91 -.98 .95 .96

bias .09 .02 .05 .04

s.e. .34 .32 .51 .50

.44 -.47 -.41 -.40

bias .06 .03 .09 .10

s.e. .16 .14 .22 .20
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TABLE 3.2. Mean Values and Standard Errors of Fixed Effects Estimators

for Conditional Correlated Count Data

Parameter QIFid PQL QIF GEE

a0 1.46 1.33 1.70 1.83

bias -.04 -.17 .20 .33

s.e. .43 .24 .28 .29

cr1 -1.01 -1.00 -1.01 -1.06

bias -.01 0 -.01 -.06

s.e. .08 .06 .07 .15

a2 1.03 1.10 1.08 1.00

bias -.03 -.11 -.15 -.17

s.e. .47 .39 .35 .33



TABLE 3.3. Comparision of mixed QIF, PQL, marginal QIF and GEE Meth-

ods for Thall and Vail's (1990) epilepsy data analysis

Effects QIFmIxed j PQL QIF GEE

Intercept -1.11 -1.23 -2.35 -2.73

s.e. 1.32 1.23 .89 1.04

t-value -0.84 -1 -2.64 -2.63

Base .90 1.02 1.18 1.25

s.e. .14 .10 .10 .16

t-value 6.43 10.20 11.80 7.81

Trt -.31 -.27 -.09 -.02

s.e. .23 .15 .14 .19

t-value -1.35 -1.08 -0.64 -0.11

Age .37 .37 0.59 0.66

s.e. .43 .35 .24 .29

t-value 0.86 1.06 2.46 2.28

Visit/lO -.21 -.29 -0.27 -0.32

s.e. .28 .14 .13 .17

t-value -0.75 -2.07 -2.08 -1.88
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4.1. Abstract

In this paper we develop a new approach for the estimation of variance

components using the second-order extended scores. This is an extension of the

quadratic inference function for variance components in linear mixed models.

The new approach does not require the specification of a likelihood function

and incorporates both random effects and serial correlations. In addition, we

propose an asymptotic chi-squared test to test the variance components of

interest. This chi-squared test can also be used for testing whether the serial

correlation is significant. Simulations and a real data example are provided as

illustration.

4.2. Introduction

In longitudinal studies, subjects are measured repeatedly over time.

Therefore, measurements within a subject are likely to be correlated. Laird

and Ware (1982) proposed random effects models for longitudinal data. In



their model, conditional on random effects, the observations within a subject

are assumed to be independent. However, in practice, serial correlations may

often arise within subjects (Verbeke et al., 1998; Diggle et al., 2002).

In mixed effects models, the estimation of variance components is one

of our interests. The maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) (Hartley and

Rao, 1967) and residual maximum likelihood estimation (REMLE) (Patter-

son and Thompson, 1971) are widely used for estimating variance components

when likelihood functions are known. The main difference between MLE and

REMLE is that REML estimators are obtained by transforming a linear like-

lihood function which takes into account the loss of degrees of freedom for

estimating fixed effects. Although the MLE and REMLE are useful for esti-

mating variance components in linear mixed effects models, they require the

specification of a likelihood function.

The generalized method of moments (GMM) (Hansen, 1982) uses the

moment conditions to estimate unknown parameters, which does not require

the specification of a likelihood function. The GMM estimator is consis-

tent and asymptotic normal (Hansen, 1982). Qu et al. (2000) proposed the

quadratic inference function (QIF) which extends the GMM for estimating

regression parameters in the generalized estimating equations (GEE) (Liang

and Zeger, 1986) setting. The QIF estimation is a marginal approach which

requires oniy the first two moments. It is also able to incorporate the within-

subject correlation without involving the nuisance parameters associated with

the working correlation.
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In this paper we propose using the second-order extended scores for es-

timating variance components. This is an extension of the quadratic inference

function for variance components in linear mixed models. The following is our

strategy. First, we estimate the fixed effects using the first-order quadratic

inference function which only involves the first and second moments. There-

fore, the likelihood specification is not required. Then we estimate the variance

components using the second-order quadratic inference function which involves

the third and fourth moments, and the regression estimators obtained from the

first-order quadratic inference function. The advantage of the new approach

is that the first-order quadratic inference function does not involve unknown

variance components. Following Qu et al. (2000), we propose an asymptotical

chi-squared test based on the second-order quadratic inference function for

testing whether variance components of interest are significant.

In addition, we incorporate serial correlations into our models. We

first approximate the covariance of errors by a linear representation of the

basis matrix using Taylor expansion. Then we estimate the variance compo-

nents associated with random effects and serial correlations by minimizing the

second-order quadratic inference function. To test serial correlation, Chi et al.

(1989) proposed a score test for testing whether the AR-i autocorrelation is

significant. However, in their approach, the specification of a likelihood func-

tion is required. The asymptotic chi-squared test based on the second-order

quadratic inference function can also be applied for testing whether the serial

correlation is significant.
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This paper is organized as follows. Section 4.3 proposes the second-

order quadratic inference functions for estimating variance components in lin-

ear mixed effects models. In section 4.4, asymptotic properties of the second-

order QIF estimators are provided. Section 4.5 discusses a bias correction pro-

cedure for the second-order quadratic inference function. Section 4.6 proposes

an asymptotic chi-squared test for testing variance components of interest.

Simulation results are illustrated in section 4.7. Section 4.8 demonstrates a

real data example using our approach. A brief discussion is provided in section

4.9.

4.3. Variance Components Estimation

In this section, we introduce a second-order quadratic inference func-

tion for variance components estimation. This approach does not require the

specification of a likelihood function.

Let y = (yji,. . .
,y-')', i = 1,..., N, be the sequence of repeated mea-

surements on subject i. For simplicity, it is assumed that each cluster has an

equal number of measurements T. Consider a linear mixed effects model

yj=Xj/3+Ujibji+...+Ujrbjr+ej (4.1)

where 3 is a p-dimensional vector of fixed effects, b1 is a qi-dimensional vector

of random effects for 1 = 1,... , r , X and U1 are Tx p and Txq1 -dimensional

known covariate matrices, and e is a T-dimensional vector of residuai com-

ponents. Assume that b1 and e follow normal distributions N(O, ci?I) and

N(O, oI). It is also assumed that b1, ..., bir and e1, ..., eN are also inde-
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pendent of each other. In this section, we assume that covariance of e is a

diagonal covariance matrix with each diagonal element o. We will discuss a

model with non-diagonal covariance of e in section 4.6.

The marginal model of yj follows a normal distribution with mean XJ3

and covariance

VtUiiUi+..+UiUirU,'r+I. (4.2)

Let = (a,. . . , o, o) be a vector of unknown variance component parame-

ters.

Liang and Zeger (1986) proposed the generalized estimating equation

(GEE) to incorporate the correlation within a subject in longitudinal anaiysis.

The GEE provides consistent estimators for regression parameters even if the

working correlation is misspecified. However, misspecification of the working

correlation may lead to inefficient estimators of regression parameters. Qu et

al. (2000) proposed the quadratic inference function (QIF) for estimating the

fixed effects vector 3. Their approach requires only the first two moments

of the distribution. The basic idea is to suppose the inverse of the working

correlation can be approximately represented as a linear combination of a

class of m known basis matrices M1,... ,Mm as R1 IL ajM1. Then the

generalized estimating equation can be represented as

N 'Tn
1/2

(
aiMi) A (y j) = 0, (4.3)

i-i

where ji = E(y), ,iij = and A is a diagonal marginal variance matrix.

Note that the left-hand side of the GEE is a linear combination of the extended



scores in the mp-dimensional vector

N
1'A'12M1A"2 (y

9N(/3) = g(13) = . (4.4)

1i'A"2MmA"2 (yi i)

Because the dimension of the vector in (4.4) exceeds the dimension of the

regression parameters, the quadratic inference function is used to obtain the

estimator of /3. The QIF is defined as

QN(/3) = NJC'gN, (4.5)

where CN = gj(/3)gj(/3)'. The QIF estimator is the value of /3 that

minimizes QN (/3). The advantage of the quadratic inference function approach

is that it does not involve the nuisance parameters associated with the working

correlation.

In the following we will illustrate how the idea of QIF can be applied for

variance components estimation. Suppose V is a variance-covariance matrix

for subject i, and w is a vector containing the components of V as

= w(,b) = (w11, W1T, . . . , W22, . . . , WTT)'.

Let k1 be a vector containing the components of U1U in (4.2), and let kj(r+l)

be a vector with the entries of the matrix I. Then the estimation of variance

components can be transformed to a linear estimation problem. Using (4.2),

we have a linear form of w.j,

r+ 1

(4.6)
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where /5j is the element of . Let s (sii, s12,. . . , sf22,. . . , STT) where

5ijk = (y /1i)(yjk

Note that E(s) = w2 if is known. Following Qu et al. (2000), we define the

second-order extended scores associated with as

., 1/2
N

B MB'2 (s1 w1)

= =
I I, (4.7)

j=1
(
cN

\
11'B 2MB"2 (s wi))

where thj = B is a diagonal variance matrix of s and M are known basis

matrices associated with the working correlation. There are more equations

than unknown parameters in (4.7). We can estimate i/ using the second-order

quadratic inference function. That is, estimate O by minimizing

= (4.8)

where O, = (1/N) i1
If the mean vector p is known, setting (4.7) to zero gives an unbiased

estimating equation. However, the mean vector i, for each individual is usually

unknown. But we could replace with its estimator ,â = X/3 where /3 is

obtained by minimizing (4.5). For large sample sizes, the second-order QIF

estimators are asymptotically consistent. However, for small samples, a bias

correction procedure might be required. Details about the bias correction are

provided in section 4.5.

This estimating equation approach for variance components can be ap-

plied to linear or nonlinear regression as long as (4.2) is known. In this paper,



we apply the second-order quadratic inference function only for linear mixed
models. Further work on the nonlinear case will be investigated in the future.

4.4. Asymptotic properties of the second-order QIF estimators

In this section, we will establish the asymptotic properties of the
second-order QIF estimator which minimizes (4.8). First we require the
following theorems and regularity conditions to establish the asymptotic prop-
erties of the second-order QIF estimator 'ib.

The regularity conditions are

(i) the weighting matrix CN = N1 gig converges almost surely to a
constant matrix C0

(ii) the regression parameter /9 is identified, that is, there exists a unique
E e satisfying E{g(130)} = 0, where e is the parameter space

(iii) the parameter space 0 is compact and /3 is an interior point of 0

(iv) E{(/9)} is continuous in /3.

THEOREM 4.4.1 (Qu, 1998) If the above regularity conditions are sat-
isfied, then the first-order QIF estimator 3 obtained by minimizing (4.5) is
consistent.

THEOREM 4.4.2 (Qu, 1998) If the regularity conditions of Theo-
rem jJ.1 hold and the first derivative of

gj,r exists and is continuous, and
where J0 = E[N(/9o)] when /3-+/3, then the first-order QIF

estimator minimizing (4.5) is asymptotically normal and efficient. That is
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0)-*N(O, (JC'J0)')

The following assumptions 1-5 are required to establish the consistency

property for .

Assumption 1: The parameter space 'I' and e are compact. The true pa-
rameters ti and are interior points of W and e.

Assumption 2: There is a unique (o, /3o) which satisfies E[gv(,o, /3)} = 0.

Assumption 3: The weighting matrix C converges almost surely to a con-

stant matrix D0.

Assumption 4: We require that E[g'(, i3)] is continuous in J and /9.

Assumption 5: E[supB(0),,/,EI Igv(, 3)} < 00, where B(130) is a neighbor-

hood around

THEOREM 4.4.3 (Consistency) Under assumptions 1-5, if the estimator

/3 converges in probability to /3w, then the estimator (/3) by minimizing (4.8)

exists and '/)*1/.

The proof of Theorem 4.4.3 is provided in Appendix A.

Next, we establish the asymptotic normality of the second-order QIF

estimator. The following additional assumptions 6 10 are required for estab-

lishing the asymptotic normality property for '/.



Assumption 6: Q)(, /3) is continuous and twice differentiable in a neigh-

borhood B of (,/9), where B = BxB13.

Assumption 7: The first derivative of exists and is continuous, and

converges in probability to K0 when i/ and /3 con-

verge in probability to i/' and /3g.

Assumption 8: Suppose UN(, /) £Q( /). We require that the covari-

ance matrix cov(UN(, i) i i:3) converges almost surely to

a constant matrix ci and = ci.
Assumption 9: We require that SN(, j) = /3) exists and is con-

tinuous, and converges in probability to S0 = S(0, /3w) when

and /3 converge in probability to /'o and

Assumption 10: We require that HN(, $) = $) exists and is

continuous, and converges in probability to H0 = H(0, i3o)

when and /3 converge in probability to 'b0 and /3g.

THEOREM 4.4.4 (Normality) If 3--/3o and under assumptions

1-10, the second-order QIF estimator /' obtained by minimizing (4.8) is asyrnp-

totically normal. That is

i/0)-N(0, S1(c + H0 + H0 + HoHo)S1),

where = (KD01K0)' and = (JC1J0)'
The proof of Theorem 4.4.4 is also given in Appendix A.



4.5. Bias Correction

Based on the large sample properties in section 4.4, the second-order

Q IF provides asymptotically consistent estimators for variance components.

However, for small samples, bias of the estimators may occur. In this section,

we illustrate a bias correction procedure for finite samples.

Suppose that the marginal mean of y. is p, = X,/3. Let gj = T'(y

in (4.4), where T = (A'12M1A'12X,. . . , A112MmAT112Xj). In addition,

let z = T'y, K = then we have g = z K/3. The QIF estimator of /3

is obtained by minimizing (4.5) which is equivalent to solving the estimating

equation (Qu and Birkes, 2004)

-f-' ?-i- ngN'-N gN U,

where N = T'(y2 X/3) and = = It follows

that

=

where ZN = z.
Suppose that T are the same for all subjects, then we will show that

the correction term is based on E( -wi) and is approximately equal to var(2).

First, it can be shown that

= (yi /Lj)(yj

= {yi Iii (ji /ij)}{yj (/

= (y /ij)(yj )' (yi )Cu i)' (j /ij)(yj /lj)' + (j j)(jj
and

= COV(yj, jj) cov(i, yj) + E[(JZ 1L)(fL2
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Assume that jTi, is an approximate unbiased estimator of ,. It follows that

E() = cov(yi, fi) cov(, y) + var(j).

If we can show that cov(, y) var(), then we have

E(.) w var(i).

Therefore, var() can be the correction term for the empirical covariance .

The proof of cov(, y) var(2) is given in Appendix B. Note that this bias

correction procedure is applied only for continuous data when the covariate

matrices are the same for all subjects. We will further investigate this bias

correction procedure for more complicated cases.

4.6. Asymptotic Chi-squared Test

In this section, we propose an asymptotic chi-squared test for testing

the variance components of interest.

Qu et al. (2000) proposed an asymptotic chi-squared test for regression

parameters based on the quadratic inference function. The second-order QIF

approach also provides an asymptotic chi-squared test for testing variance com-

ponents of interest. Suppose the vector b is partitioned into '2), where

i is a vector of variance components of interest with dimension q, and 2

is a vector of nuisance variance components with dimension q + 1 q. Sup-

pose that the null hypothesis is H0 = 0 and the alternative hypothesis is

H1 at least one element of is greater than zero. A test statistic T* based

on the second-order quadratic inference function can be obtained as

T*_ yin 7\ vg'7 1 \NY, s1'21 NYP1, 'P2),
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where 2 and are the estimators which minimize (4.8) under H0 and

H1, respectively. Note that the alternative hypothesis is a one-sided test on

the boundary of the parameter space. Therefore, T* does not asymptotically

follow a chi-squared distribution with degrees of freedom qi. Consider a simple

case where the dimension of q is one. The asymptotic null distribution of T*

follows a mixture chi-squared distribution as 0.5X + (Stram and Lee,

1994), where the x is zero with probability 1.

In addition, this chi-squared test can be used for testing whether the

serial correlation is significant. Suppose that W has an AR-i structure

1 p p2
T_1

P 1 p
pT_2

° 2 . (4.10)

T_1 ... 1

Under the constraints cr > 0 and pj < 1, W is positive definite. In order

to get a linear representation of W as shown in section 4.3, we apply the

first-order Taylor expansion at a prior value (cr, P0) (Witkovsky, 1996). The

covariance matrix W can be approximately represented as

W(a,p) (4.11)

where W = W(o',po), W = W(a,p)
2

and W = W(o,p).
o,po

Since W = OW', it follows that W(, p) oWj*+p*W, where p = PPo.
Following section 4.3, the estimation of covariance components can also be
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transformed to a linear estimation problem as

r+2

(4.12)

where 'r+1 = °e' r+2 kjri is a vector with components of variance-

covariance matrix W and kj(r+2) is a vector with components of variance-

covariance matrix W. The asymptotic chi-squared test can be used for testing

whether the serial correlation p is significant. Specifically, for ag = 1 and

= 0, we have 14'(r + 1) = o, '/r + 2) = p, W = I and W is a matrix with

1 on the two main off-diagonals and 0 elsewhere.

Assume that the null hypothesis is H0 : p = 0 and the alternative
hypothesis is H1: p 0. The test statistic

where &,. .. , &, & and &,. . . , ô, ô, ô are estimators obtained by minimiz-

ing (4.8) under H0 and H1. The test statistic T* asymptotically follows a

chi-squared distribution with 1 degree of freedom.

4.7. Simulation

In this section several simulation studies are conducted for evaluating

the performance of our approach under the linear mixed model setting.

The first simulation shows the effect of sample size on test size for test-

ing variance components of interest using our approach. We choose 5 different

sample sizes 50, 100, 150, 200, 250. For each subject i, there are 10 repeated
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measurements generated at time points t = (1, 2,. . . , 10). The response vari-

able Yji is generated from a linear mixed model

(4.13)

where c = 2, c = 1, and b and are normal distributed with mean

zero and variance one. Note that this simulation setup will be applied for the

remaining simulations.

We fit a linear mixed model with random intercept only to these sim-

ulated datasets. In this simulation, the serial correlation is not considered.

We first obtain the fixed effects estimators by minimizing (4.5) with the AR-i

working correlation. Then we apply the bias correction along with the second-

order QIF to obtain the estimators of variance components. In addition, the

asymptotic chi-squared test is applied for testing whether the random inter-

cept is significant. Simulation results are given in Table 4.1 including the test

sizes under different sample sizes with 1000 simulations. Table 4.1 shows that

the test size is .034 when sample size is 50, a more conservative test. Evidently,

as sample size increases, the test size also increases. The test size is .044 when

the sample size is 200. However, as the sample size increases to 250, the test

size does not increase.

Secondly, we examine the power function of the asymptotic chi-squared

test for o (0, .01 ......09). We generate 1000 random samples from (4.13),

and each random sample contains 200 subjects. A linear mixed model with

random intercept is used to fit these datasets. We obtain the power of the

test for different c using our approach. Figure 4.1 illustrates the power curve

for different o. As expected, as the value of o increases, the probability of
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rejecting the null hypothesis also increases. In addition, the power is close to

0.05 when ci is close to 0, and is close to 1 at u = .06.

In the third simulation, we study the effect of sample size on test size for

testing whether the serial correlation is significant based on 5 different sample

sizes 50, 100, 150, 200, 250. The response Yij is generated from (4.13). We fit

a linear mixed model with random intercept to these datasets. However, in

our fitting, the covariance of e2 is assumed to have the form of (4.10). We

first obtain the fixed effects estimators by minimizing (4.5) with the AR-i

working correlation. Then we apply Taylor's expansion on W at o2 = 1 and

p = 0 as shown in section 4.6. It follows that the covariance of the marginal

distribution y can be written as zz+uI+pW. The estimators of variance
components a, cr and p are obtained by minimizing (4.8). In addition, the

asymptotic chi-squared test is used for testing whether the serial correlation

is significant. Table 4.2 provides the test sizes under different sample sizes

with 1000 simulations. As shown in Table 4.2 , the test size is 0.077 when

the sample size is 50. Apparently, as the sample size increases, the test size is

closer to 0.05.

In the fourth simulation, we examine the performance of variance corn-

ponents estimation and the power function of the asymptotic chi-squared test

for different serial correlations p = (.8, .6,... , .2,0, .2 ......8). Data are

generated from (4.13) with serial correlation for i = 1,. . . ,250. We fit these

simulated datasets using our approach by applying Taylor's expansion on W

at a-2 1 and p = 0. Figure 4.2 illustrates the power curve for different se-

rial correlation from 1000 simulations. Evidently, as the absolute value of p
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increases, the probability of rejecting the null hypothesis also increases. The

power is close to 0.05 when p is close 0, and is approximately close to 1 at

p = ±0.15.

Table 4.3 provides the estimation of variance components when different

serial correlations arise. First, the bias of the estimator & is .02 when the serial

correlation is -.8. As the serial correlation increases and is close to zero, the

difference between the estimator and the true parameter is smaller and is close

to zero. However, the bias is .40 when the serial correlation is extremely large,

say .8. This can also be seen in the estimation of cr. The bias of a is .64

and .67 when the serial correlation is -.8 and .8. This may be caused by using

p = 0 as the prior, which is far from the true value of p (Witkovsky, 1996).

Therefore, we use o- = 1 and po = .75 as a prior for p = .8. The estimators

and standard errors (the entry in parentheses) of b2, oY and p are .98 (.16),

.99 (.06) and .79 (.01), respectively. Therefore, a good Taylor approximation

may require accurate prior information of a0 and p.

4.8. Application

As an illustration, we apply the second-order quadratic inference func-

tion to the pig bodyweight dataset which can be found in Diggle et al. (2002).

This dataset contains pig weights measured on the same day of each week over

a 9-week period. There are a total of 48 pigs. We fit this dataset with a linear

random intercept model as

yi = a0 + a1t + b2 + e, (4.14)
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where yj is a 9-dimensional bodyweight vector of pig i, t (1,. .. , 9)', and b2

is the random intercept with mean zero and variance o. We also assume that

the random error e follows a normal distribution with mean 0 and variance

o. Note that serial correlation is not considered in this model.

We first apply the first-order quadratic inference function to obtain the

fixed effects estimator with the AR-i working correlation. Since the covariate

matrices are the same for all pigs, we apply the bias correction as shown in

section 4.5. The second-order QIF is used to estimate o and o. In addition,

the asymptotic chi-squared test is also applied to test whether the random

intercept is significant. Furthermore, we compare our approach to the MLE

and REMLE. The estimators of MLE and REMLE are obtained using the

SAS proc mixed procedure. Table 4.4 provides the estimators for fixed effects

and variance components using the three approaches. The QIFV denotes the

second-order QIF approach. First, the values of the second-order QIF under

H0 : = 0 and H1 : > 0 are 3.71 and 26.26. The p-value of the asymptotic

chi-squared test is less than 0.01 which is the same as those obtained from the

MLE and REMLE. Thus, there is strong evidence that the random intercept

is significant. In addition, our approach provides similar estimators to those

obtained from MLE and REML for a and o-,.

We also fit this dataset with a model which includes random effects

(random slope) and serial correlation as

yi = ao+ (a1+bi)t+e,

where b2 is the normal distributed with mean zero and variance o. In this

model, we assume that e follows an AR-i process. The Taylor's expansion
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method is applied at a = 7 and Po .95 to obtain the estimators of a,
cr and p. The asymptotic chi-squared test is also applied to test whether

the serial correlation is significant. We also compare our approach to the

MLE and REMLE. Table 4.5 shows the estimators of a, u and p using the
second-order QIF, MLE and REMLE. Noticeably, there is a discrepancy of u

estimators between the second-order QIF and likelihood approaches (MLE and

REMLE). The estimators of o and p are very similar for the three approaches.

In addition, the values of the second-order QIF under H0 and H1 are 16.74 and

3.41. The p-values of the asymptotic chi-squared test with degrees of freedom

1 for p are less than .01, which is also same as those obtained from MLE and

REMLE. Therefore, all three approaches yield strong evidence that the serial

correlation is significant in the second model.

4.9. Discussion

In this paper, we propose a new approach for estimating variance corn-

ponents in linear mixed models. This approach is an extension of the quadratic

inference function. We estimate the variance components using the second-

order extended scores along with the fixed effects estimator obtained from the

first-order quadratic inference function.

In addition, for small samples, we propose a bias correction procedure

for the estimation of variance components using the second-order QIF. The

advantage of our approach is that the second-order QIF provides an asymp-

totic chi-squared test for testing random effects of interest. In addition, in our

models, we also incorporate both random effects and serial correlations. To



estimate the serial correlation, the covariance matrix of errors is approximated

by a linear form of basis matrices using Taylor's expansion. The asymptotic

chi-squared test can also be applied for testing the presence of serial correla-

tion.

The simulation results indicate that our approach performs well on the

estimation of variance components for large sample sizes. In addition, the test

size of our asymptotical chi-squared test for serial correlation is close to 0.05 as

the sample size increases. Although the simulation results show that the test

size for testing random effects is more conservative, more simulation studies

might be needed to investigate this issue.

In this paper, we apply our approach only for continuous longitudinal

data. However, categorical data often arise in longitudinal studies. We will

further extend our approach to categorical longitudinal data. In addition, the

bias correction procedure is only applicable when all subjects have the same

covariates. Further work on the bias correction procedure when subjects have

different covariates will be needed. Moreover, the simulation results suggest

that the estimation of the second-order QIF might rely on the empirical es-

timation of o and pa. We will also further investigate the effect of the prior

value on the estimation of variance components.
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4.11. Appendix A

Proof of Theorem 4.4.3: First, the estimator by minimizing (4.8)

exists since the estimating equation is continuous on a compact space W

under Assumption 1 and Assumption 4.

In practice, minimizing (4.8) is equivalent to minimizing

/3)'O-'eb, /3).

Here we denote Q = g'O'gy, where g = /3). Following Assumption

3, we have C converges to D0. Let Q = g'D0g, where g = E{gt)(, 3)}.

First we will show that the QN(, /3) converges uniformly in probability to

Qo('i/', /3) for all /3 in the neighborhood of /3g. This can be shown using the

same arguments from Newey and McFadden's (1994) Theorem 2.6. First Qo

is continuous from Assumption 4. Secondly, SUPflEB(0)EII gy gf--O by
the uniform law of large numbers or Glivenko-Cantelli theorem (Billingsley,

1995). Finally, by the triangle and Cauchy-Schwartz inequalities (Newey and

McFadden, 1994, Theorem 2.6), we have

ICXT g)'C,,(g1 g)I + Ig'(C, + Cu)'(,r g + g'( D0)'gj

LXr YI2IOvI + 2lgI.j 9o'HCvI + D0, (4.15)

where is the inner product of a vector. Because sup/3EB(po) supw Xr

g-*O and C?*D0, we have suplQ(,/3) - Q/),/3)!+O. Therefore,

/3) converges uniformly in probability to Q(', /3).

Then we can use the argument from Newey and McFadden's (1994)

Theorem 2.1, along with some modification. The following is our strategy:



Suppose that U is any neighborhood of If we can show that 3o) <

inf,EUc Q(', 13o), then it is impossible that b remains in the outside of U,
then eventually i4 E U.

First, we can rewrite as

r)vI 1?
" 11J, P0

= {Q() Q,3)} + {Qã) +

) Qeo, 9)} + {Q('o, i) Qeo, i)} + Qe'o, i). (4.16)

First, by Theorem 4.4.1, fi converges in probability to Therefore,

by the Slutzky theorem, we have

Q(i,Th < /4.

Secondly, by Assumption 3 along with Assumption 4 and the uniform conver-

gence result earlier, we have

and

Third, we have

IQi) <c/4,

Q/'o,i)I <E/4.

Qe) Qo,J3) <0,

since i = argminQ(, ). Last, we have

Qo, </4,

by the Slutzky theorem and Assumption 2, )---*0.
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It follows that Q(', 3o) <e, with probability one. Thus, if we choose

= infuc Qb, i3), it follows that ,3o) <inf,EucQ(iO, /9) with prob-

ability 1.

Proof of Theorem 4...4: Since i' is obtained by minimizing (4.8), b

satisfies

(4.17)

where Q is the first derivative of the quadratic inference function Q with
respect to i1', LQJ By the first order Taylor's expansion, we have

o = ) =
) (), (4.18)

where (, $) is an interior point of parameter space 1 x E and is between
(ii,/) and Thus, we have

= )) (v(o /3o)' + Th(i no))

= S'(,$) (1 HN(,$)
(uN(oo)\

) o
(4.19)

Using the Central Limit Theorem, it can be shown that

i3) N(O, D0).

By Assumption 6,
)

converges in probability to K0 since

(, j3) is between (, ) and (o, /9o), where (, ) converges to

(,b0, j) in probability by Theorem 4.4.3. Therefore, it follows that

/iUN(bO, 0)-N(O, (KD'K0)').



Finally, by Theorem 4.4.2 and Assumption 8-10, it follows that

0)-N(0, S1'(l + cLHD + H0l, + H0ftH0)S'),

where = (KD1K0)' and = (JC'J0)', as was to be shown.



4.12. Appendix B: Bias Correction

Suppose that cov(g) = C0 and CN C0. The variance of (j2) can be
written as

var(2)

(4.20)

Next, we will obtain covCt2, ye). First, we have COV(yj, y3) = 0 for j

Since T = 7 for all i j, it can be shown that cov(gN) = N'Tcov(y)T',
and 9N = = I'X for all subject i.

It follows that the covariance of z and 2j is

cov(j, y) Ty), y)

N' 1yj)

Xj(C1N)' (XT)(N'Tcov(y)Tfl' (N'1'cov(y))

(4.21)

By (4.20) and (4.21), we have cov(y, fi) var(,â), as to be shown.



TABLE 4.1. Test Sizes of H0 : = 0 for Different Sample Sizes

Sample Size 50 100 150 200 250

Size .034 .037 .043 .044 .043

TABLE 4.2. Test Size of H0 p = 0 under Different Sample Sizes

Sample Size 50 100 150 200 250

Size .077 .063 .064 .053 .051

TABLE 4.3. Estimation of variance components for different serial correla-

tions using prior (a = 1, Po = 0)

-0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -ft2 0 jO 0.4 0.6 0.8

cTb2

s.e.

.96

.13

.99

.13

1.00

.11

.98

.11

.97

.11

.99

.11

1.04

.13

1.16

.15

1.40

.19

ô

s.e.

.36

.02

.69

.04

.91

.04

.98

.03

1.00

.03

.98

.04

.88

.04

.64

.04

.33

.02

3 -.17 -.30 -.32 -.20 -.00 .18 .27 .24 .14

s.e. .02 .03 .03 .03 .03 .03 .03 .02 .02



TABLE 4.4. Estimation of fixed effects and variance components for pig body-

weight data with random intercept

QIFV MLE REML

18.72 19.36 19.36

s.e. .35 .60 .60

6.23 6.21 6.21

s.e. .13 .04 .04

15.42 15.14 14.82

se. 2.95 3.22 3.12

p-value of a <0.01 <0.01 <0.01

4.44 4.39 4.38

s.e. .61 .32 .32



E;y'

TABLE 4.5. Estimation of fixed effects and variance components for pig body-

weight data with serial correlation and random slope

QIF, MLE REMLE

.35 .39 .39

s.e. .23 .10 .10

4.74 6.20 6.33

s.e. 1.23 1.23 1.27

p .87 .84 .84

s.e. .05 .03 .03

p-value of p <.01 <.01 <.01
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5. CONCLUSION

This thesis investigates both marginal models and mixed-effects models

in longitudinal data analysis. These investigations include marginal models for

high dimensional cell cycle microarray data with no replicates, the estimation

of fixed effects and random effects for generalized linear mixed models in lon-

gitudinal data analysis, and the estimation of variance components for linear

mixed models.

In Chapter 2, we develop a new approach to analyze cell-cycle microar-

ray data using a data classifying method, varying coefficient modeling and the

quadratic inference function. Our classifying technique successfully identifies

genes with similar cell cycle patterns into the same class, or into a class with

no cell cycle phenomena at all. It also produces pseudo-replicates for statis-

tical modeling and inference. In our model setting, varying coefficient models

provide more flexibility than the classical parametric or semiparametric mod-

els and also take both time and covariates effects into account. We also apply

the quadratic inference function for estimating parameters in varying coeffi-

cient models which not only incorporates the correlations but also does not

require the estimation of the nuisance parameters associated with the correla-

tion. Our approach also provides statistical numerical evidence based on the

asymptotical properties of quadratic inference function. From the results of

simulations, our approach performs well for large sample sizes and reasonably
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well for smaller or moderate sample sizes. In addition, our approach success-

fully identifies genes whose expression levels are time varying. In our example,

it is able to identify cell-cycle regulated genes even though we use rather small

samples within a group. Our approach is more conservative in small sample

size according to the simulation results. However, in small samples we prefer

a conservative test.

Chapter 3 proposes a new approach for generalized linear mixed models.

The new approach estimates fixed and random effects using two conditional

extended scores which involve only the first two moments. Thus, the specifi-

cation of a likelihood function is not required. In addition, it does not require

the distribution assumption for random effects and is able to incorporate both

serial correlation and random effects. Moreover, it does not involve unknown

variance components as in PQL, or the nuisance parameters associated with

working correlations as in CGEE2. Simulations for a few generalized linear

mixed models indicate the following: First, the PQL and mixed QIF yield

lower bias of estimators than marginal approaches when data are from ran-

dom effects models. Secondly, if serial correlation is introduced into the data,
the mixed QIF performs better than the others.

In Chapter 4, we develop a new approach for the estimation of van-

ance components in linear mixed models. This approach is an extension of

quadratic inference functions. We estimate variance components using the

second-order extended scores along with the fixed effects estimators. The fixed

effects estimator is obtained from the first-order quadratic inference function.

In addition, we propose a bias correction procedure for the second-order QIF.
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In our models, we also incorporate both random effects and serial correlations.

In addition, an asymptotic chi-squared test based on the second-order QIF is

proposed for testing random effects of interest and the presence of serial corre-

lation. Simulations for a few linear mixed models indicate the following. First,

the second-order QIF performs well on the estimation of variance components

for large sample size. Secondly, the test size of our asymptotic chi-squared test

for serial correlation is close to 0.05 as the sample size increases. Thirdly, the

simulation results show that the test size for testing random effects is more

conservative. However, in practice, we prefer conservative tests.

Further work suggested is listed as follows. First, for cell cycle microar-

ray data analysis, our approach can only tell that whether expression levels

are time varying or time invariant. If it is time invariant, it does not have cell

cycle phenomena. However, if it is time varying, we can only conclude that it

may have cell cycle phenomena. Nevertheless, our approach can be still easily

implemented using periodic functions instead of polynomial functions. We will

investigate it further in the future.

Secondly, for generalized linear mixed models in longitudinal data anal-

ysis, although our approach does not require the estimation of variance com-

ponents for estimating fixed and random effects, it may perform slowly when

the dimension of the random effects is high. We will continue to investigate

the performance of our approach when the dimension of the random effects is

high.

Finally, for the estimation of variance components in linear mixed

model, we apply our approach only for continuous longitudinal data. However,
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categorical data often arise in longitudinal studies. We will further extend our

approach to categorical longitudinal data. In addition, the bias correlation is

only applicable when all subjects have the same covariates. We will further

investigate the bias correlation procedure if subjects have different covariates.

Moreover, from the simulation results, the estimation of the second-order QIF

might rely on the empirical estimation of a and po. Further investigation on

the effect of the prior value for the variance components estimation using the

second-order QIF will be needed.
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